The Analects, Mengzi and Xunzi are the top-three classical works of pre-Qin Confucianism, which epitomized thoughts and ideas of Confucius, Mencius and XunKuang 1 . There have been lots of spirited and in-depth discussions on their ideological inheritance and development from all kinds of academics. This paper tries to cast a new light on these discussions through "machine reading 2 ".
Introduction
Topic modeling provides a suit of algorithms to discover hidden thematic structure in large collections of unlabeled texts. It has been increasingly used to analyze massive text data from internet pages, new media and social net, like document classification and clustering, hot event detection and tracking, opinion mining and so on.
As a Chinese information processing tool, topic modeling has been used to analyze modern Chinese texts.
However, there are large volumes of ancient classical Chinese works that have been precious wealth of Chinese culture. Generations of researchers put decades of their life into "direct and close reading" of these classical works. What if some "distant reading" methods were used on these works? Will these methods bring some new insights? This paper is such a try to discuss the practicability and prospect of one of these "distant reading" a.k.a "machine reading" methods in the analysis of classical Chinese texts. This paper has four parts. First, it introduces a statistical natural language processing approach to explore the contents of large volumes of unlabeled text, known informally as a topic model. Second, it shows how to use Mallet 3 to discover hidden thematic structure in the top-three classical works of pre-Qin Confucianism. Third, it tries to make a reasonable interpretation of the result topic model. Finally, it discusses prospects of using topic modeling in the research of classical Chinese texts.
HU Jia-jia, Ph.D., Research Center for Folklore, Classics and Chinese Characters, Beijing Normal University, Beijing, China. 1 Mengzi and Xunzi can be refered as the name of books as well as the name of authors. In order to distinguish, this paper uses Mencius and XunKuang to refer to the authors. 
What Is a Topic Model
A topic model is a type of statistical model to find groups of words that frequently occur together in a large corpus of texts-groups of words that readers felt comfortable calling topics. For example, if there is a topic which consists of following terms "apple, samsung, huawei, android, ios", a reasonable guess is that this topic is about "smart phone". Strictly speaking, these topics are probability distributions over the unique words of the corpus; those words to which the distributions assign the highest probability are those associated with the topic.
There are a family of probabilistic algorithms developed to discover hidden topics in a collection of documents. Most of them are based on an assumption of a simple probabilistic procedure by which documents can be generated. To make a new document, one chooses a distribution over topics. Then, for each word in that document, one chooses a topic at random according to this distribution, and draws a word from that topic. This is known as a generative model for documents. It bases upon the idea that documents are mixtures of topics, where a topic consists of a cluster of high frequent co-occurrence words. The generative process described here does not make any assumption about the order of words as they appear in documents. The only information relevant to the model is the number of times words are produced. This is the well-known bag-of-words assumption.
For brevity, this paper writes P(z) for the distribution over topics z in a particular document and P(w|z) for the probability distribution over words w given topic z. Each word w i in a document (where the index refers to the i th word token) is generated by first sampling a topic from the topic distribution, then choosing a word from the topic-word distribution. P(z i = j) is used as the probability that the j th topic was sampled for the i th word token and P(w i |z i = j) as the probability of word w i under topic j. Then generative model specifies the following distribution over words within a document , where T is the number of topics. To simplify notation, let P(w)=P(w|z)P(z) where P(w) refers to the multinomial distribution over words for a collection of documents.
Given the observed words distributions in a set of documents i.e. P(w), standard statistical techniques can be used to invert this process, inferring what topic model is most likely to have generated the data. This involves inferring the probability distribution over words associated with each topic i.e. P(w|z), the distribution over topics for each document i.e. P(z), and, often, the topic responsible for generating each word i.e. z. process. Therefore, each document is related to one or more topics and a word may appear in more than one topic.
Using contextual clues, topic models can connect words with similar meanings and distinguish between uses of words with multiple meanings (like "bank" in topic 1 and topic 2).
As a digital humanities researcher, one does not need to know every detail of the statistic inferring process.
There are many statistical Natural Language Processing software packages with topic modeling tools, such as functionality of the CTP with other web-based or web-aware sites and applications. 10 " This paper used its "gettext 11 " function to obtain texts needed through their "CTP urns", which are unique identifiers describing textual items such as books or parts of books.
Chinese Word Segmentation
As discussed above, the input data of a topic modeling algorithm is the observed words distributions in a set of documents P(w). In English texts, words are distinguished by spaces naturally. However, there are no natural boundaries between words in Chinese texts. Therefore, it is necessary to split sequences of consecutive Chinese characters into sequences of Chinese words by spaces before topic modeling. This process can be implemented in computers known as "Chinese word segmentation" in the field of Chinese information processing. It is generally known that pre-Qin classical Chinese texts mainly composed of monosyllabic words and every monosyllabic word is a single Chinese character. So, unlike modern Chinese, the word segmentation of pre-Qin classical
Chinese texts only needs a special dictionary to identify polysyllabic names of people, places, official titles and other name entities firstly, and then treats every single character as a monosyllabic word. The special dictionary and word segmentation algorithm used in this paper is provided by Dr. Donald Sturgeon 12 . Table 1 shows part texts of the Analects, which have been removed all punctuation marks and segmented into words by spaces. 
Comparative Documents
Topic modeling is a statistical method, which requires large numbers of documents to produce useful results.
These documents should be comparable objects. This means they should have similar length and similar origins so that some similar word use can be found in these documents. What is more, individual documents should be long enough for meaningful statistics, that is to say, they should be long enough to have "about-ness". In analysis of modern Chinese, typical minimum 100 words are required per document. Considering classical Chinese works are more refined than modern Chinese, the required length of each document can be properly reduced. 
Stop Words List
In topic modeling, there are some most frequent words which may appear in many topics but provide little information, like "子曰" in the Analects. Mallet allows users to customize a list of stop words that they want to completely ignore. None of stop words in the list will be assigned to any topics in the process of modeling. There is no single "perfect list" of stop words. To make a proper list of stop words, this paper firstly calculates word frequency in the three classical Chinese works as Table 2 shows. Referring to this table, a list of stop words is customized to exclude high-frequency words that provide little meaningful information in topic modeling. 
Command Lines
Mallet is run by command lines. The current version is mallet-2.0.8 13 . Shawn Graham, Scott Weingart, and
Ian Milligan have written an excellent tutorial on Mallet topic modeling 14 . The command lines used in this paper to build a topic model are listed in Table 3 . Table 3 Command
Lines Used to Build a Topic Model of Three Pre-Qin Confiucianism Works
+" --extra-stopwordslmx-stopwords.txt --remove-stopwords bin\mallet train-topics --input lmx.mallet --num-topics 10 --output-topic-keys lmx-topic-keys.txt --output-doc-topics lmx-doc-topic.txt --word-topic-counts-file lmx-word-topic.txt --optimize-interval 10
The first command counts words distributions over documents in folder lmx without considering the stop words listed in lmx-stopworsd.txt. The result is stored in a mallet readable file lmx.mallet, which is also the input of the second command. The second command uses the words distributions P(w) as input, and outputs three text files.
(1) The topic-keys file (lmx-topic-keys.txt) lists topics repeatedly occur in the set of documents, as Table 4 shows. Each topic is represented by a serial number followed by its proportion in the set of documents and a group of co-occurrence key words that describe what the topic is about. (2) The doc-topics file (lmx-doc-topic.txt) describes how documents and topics are related i.e. the distribution over topics for each document P(z) as Table 5 13 http://mallet.cs.umass.edu/download.php. 14 http://programminghistorian.org/lessons/topic-modeling-and-mallet.
shows. (3) The word-topic-counts-file (lmx-word-topic.txt) shows how topics and words are related, i.e. the probability distribution over words associated with each topic P(w|z) as Table 6 shows. Table 5 Proportion 
of 10 Topics in Each Document of the Top-three Classical Works of Pre-Qin Confucianism

Choice of Topic Number
In most topic modeling methods, users should choose the number of topics. The choice can affect the interpretability of the results. A solution with too few topics will generally result in very broad topics whereas a solution with too many topics will result in uninterpretable topics that pick out idiosyncratic word combinations.
At the first run of topic modeling, this paper sets the parameter of num-topics, which defines the number of topics in the second command line, as 10. This is the default value of num-topics in Mallet. The question is how to know it is an appropriate choice. This paper tries to use relations of key words among different topics to find the proper number of topics.
As shown in Table 4 , a keyword may appear in more than one topics (like "天下" and "君子"). There may be two reasons. One is that the word is a polysemy. The other one is that the topics, which share one or more same words, are related. Therefore, if viewing each key word as a node that has a direct link to its topic, which can also be viewed as a node, there would be a network among topics linked with their key words. Figure 2 is such a network among the 10 topics listed in Table 4 . It is drawn by the network analysis and visualization software package Gephi 16 . The topic network in Figure 2 is drawn in a force-based layout. Typically, spring-like attractive forces are used to attract pairs of nodes of the graph's edges towards each other, while simultaneously repulsive forces like those of electrically charged particles are used to separate all pairs of nodes. As a result, nodes are pushed away from other nodes but edges are kept as short as possible.
16 https://gephi.org/. Gephi provides a benefit function called "modularity" to measure the quality of a division of a network into communities. Nodes in a community tend to connect more to other nodes in the same community. In Gephi, different communities can be marked with different colors, as Figure 2 shows. Intuitively, each topic and its key works should be a single community, that is to say, the internal relationships of atopic are closer than its outer relationships with other topics.
In Figure 2 , the topic network consisting of 10 topics is divided into 8 communities, which may give a reference for the choice of topic number. This paper uses the same input data but sets the parameter of num-topics as 8 to build a new topic model of the top-three classical works of pre-Qin Confucianism. Table 7 lists the result of 8 topics and their key words. Figure 3 shows the topic network of these 8 topics drawn in Gephi with a force-based layout and divided into 8 communities by modularity function. 
How to Explain the Results of Topic Modeling
In topic modeling, topics are not assigned based on meaning, they are purely a function of statistical word use. What is meaningful depends on interpretation. So this paper firstly gives each topic a name, see Table 8 . Table 9 shows the distribution over topics for each book according to the doc-topics file (lmx-doc-topic.txt). For a better explanation, the order of 8 topics is changed and the data is illustrated, see Figure 4 . It is interesting to find the data is consistent to some conclusions of the study on Pre-Qin ideology and culture. First of all, personal morality cultivation is the foundation of Confucianism. The related topic takes up a large proportion in all the three classical works, especially in the Analects. In the ideological system of Confucius, individual morality underlies the governance of society and politics.
The ideological differences of Confucius, Mencius, and XunKuang are reflected in their political thoughts.
Confucius and Mencius tried to achieve and maintain a good social environment by keeping and restoring the order of ritual, which underlies the patriarchal clan system and the enfeoffment in early Zhou Dynasty. Whereas, in XunKuang's opinion, the law is as important as the rite. Mencius put more attentions on the discussion of ancient sage monarch and kingcraft, while XunKuang relied on rewards and punishments to quell disorder and strengthen authority. What is more, their different political opinions rooted from different times of their lives. In pace with increasing disputes in warring states, how to build a centralized empire became more and more concerned.
All of the three classical works put little attention on the topic of "etiquettes (details to practice a rite)", which reflects the distinguish between Rite (禮 Li) and Etiquette (儀 Yi) by Confucianism. From the late spring and autumn period, the focus of Confucianism had been on the nature of rite and its relationship with the ruling system. 
Conclusion
Topic modeling is a kind of machine learning. For most users, its inner statistical process is in a black box, which may lead to a lack of confidence. This paper uses mallet to build a topic model of the top-three classical works of pre-Qin Confucianism and gets some objective data. From author's point of view, these data indeed make some sense. Of course, different researchers may have different opinions. However, usually what we can't explain or what we can't achieve agreement on may just those questions need our more research.
As we have proved proper use of topic modeling in classical Chinese works can produce some reasonable data, we would like to use it to do some real "distant reading" which can tell us things about more text than we can read. The first step is to use topic modeling to analyze classical works of Miscellaneous Schools such as "Lv Shi Chun Qiu" and "Huainanzi". The Miscellaneous Schools claimed their works had adopted doctrines of various schools like Confucianism, Mohism, Daoism, Legalism, School of Names, and so on. Topic modeling may tell us how much influence these schools have on the thought of Miscellaneous Schools.
